
Subject: Your Elephant in the Room replay is ready + OMG'er Jayme beat 
breast cancer, and now makes $80,000/mo

Yesterday's Elephant in the Room Webinar of the Century was 
phenomenal. 

Here's the replay:

LINK

Here's the rundown:

People are changing their stars with OMG.

Jayme has an emotional story. She joined OMG and early on she way 
flying high.

Until she found out she had stage 3 breast cancer. Where stage 4 is 
point of no return.

But Jayme not only beat her cancer, but she also thrived with her OMG 
money-getting.

OMG'ers harness lightning with White Hat targeted free organic search 
traffic from the Google and You Tube Search Engines.

And that's exactly what Jayme did, to the tune of $80,000 per month!

We've got a tremendous video bonus from Jayme today!

LINK

But wait! There's more! Because the blockbuster hits keep on coming...

Here's the rundown:

I want you to imagine two guys.

One is an assistant.

The other got named to INC Magazine's prestigious top 5000 fastest 
growing businesses - #52!

Here's the plot twist:

They are the same person.

Jake Tanner joined OMG when he was a 23-year old assistant living in 
his parents attic.



This year Jake was named #52 and FEATURED by INC Magazine!

Jake's treated himself to not one, not two, but three brand new 
Porsches!

The best part is Jake isn't just an OMG'er - this year he's coaching 
inside of OMG with 5 juicy mouth-watering incredible training 
webinars!

In fact OMG had not 1, not 2, but a mind-blowing 3 members listed in 
the INC 5000 this year!

Here's the OMG news and events page with the Elephant in the Room 
webinar replay AND a dazzling all-new hard hitting interview with Inc 
#52 Jake!

LINK

Speak Soon,

Name

P.S. ***SPOILER ALERT!***

One of most powerful moments during the webinar was when they revealed 
just how astonishingly successful OMG'ers have become.

There have been rumors in the online marketing world that there are 
dozens of OMG'ers making 6-figures per year...

...I even heard estimates as high as 100-members or more clearing 
$100,000 plus.

But NOTHING prepared me for the real number...because it turns out 
over 500 OMG'ers are taking in over $10,000 per month!

They even have a dedicated Instagram with well over 1000 posts that's 
almost all blockbuster earnings reports!

http://instagram.com/poweredbyomg

A lot of people are staring to see why I tracked down OMG for this 
incredible webinar, workshop and very special event week!

Here's last night's webinar replay!

LINK


